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Amorphous silicon (a-Si) and crystalline silicon 
(c-Si) are some of the most commonly used materials 
in modern solar cells due to their abundance, 
inexpensiveness, and performance in photovoltaics. 
New designs are being tested for enhancing the 
performance of solar cells that utilize silicon. The 
ability to accurately model and simulate devices 
incorporating both a-Si and c-Si allows for more 
effective and efficient ways of optimizing adjustable 
parameters and extracting useful information not 
easily obtainable through experimentation. 

Modeling Silicon Devices
• Positive – Intrinsic – Negative (P-I-N) junction solar cell

• Front transparent conducting oxide (TCO) contact
• Negatively doped (n-type) a-Si layer
• Intrinsic a-Si layer (charge carriers generated here)
• Positively doped (p-type) c-Si substrate
• Rear metal contact
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Extending to more Exotic Forms of Silicon

Key Solar Cell Concepts

• Diodes, photogeneration of charge carriers, and 
power generation

• Band Theory
• Terminology

• “Short circuit current” (JSC) 
• “Open circuit voltage” (VOC) 
• “Fill Factor” (FF): Maximum power versus 

maximum theoretical power
• Efficiency: Power in via light versus power 

output of the device

Figure 6. Efficiency and short circuit current as a function of the thickness of the 
a-Si (i) layer.  A maximum efficiency was found at a thickness of around 300 nm.

• Newly developed devices include an a/nc-Si 
absorbing layer

• These devices show unique properties
• An increase in quantum dots in the a-Si results 

in an increase in carrier mobility and 
improved device performance

• A maximum efficiency at a given crystallinity
• Nc-Si nanoparticles thought to collect hot carriers 

generated in the a-Si, decreasing light induced 
degradation in bulk of material2

• Accurate simulations of these devices help better 
understand the properties of new materials with 
the ability to shed light upon early predictions

Challenges Faced – What I Learned 

• Defining materials with realistic parameters based on 
their molecular structure
• Optical properties
• Band structures
• Band tail and mid-gap defect states

• Determining “active absorbing” regions that produce 
current vs. “dead” regions that don’t produce current
• Quantum efficiency
• Efficiency vs thickness

• Defining models for more accurate simulations under 
different conditions
• Carrier mobility models
• Carrier statistic models
• Recombination models

Figure 1. Setup of a P-I-N solar cell, including how charge carriers are created 
and collected when generating power with a forward bias.
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Figures 7. a) Structure of the device utilizing the a/nc-Si technology, b) 
graph of the crystallinity of the device versus its efficiency, and, c) IV curve 

for the device given the maximum efficiency when lit and when dark

Figure 5. Current vs voltage of the device performing with the highest efficiency 
with and without light. This device acts as a “double diode”.
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• Silvaco Atlas is the software being used to run 
these simulations

• Uses FEA to solve for equations of measurable 
electronic properties, relating the parameters of 
the device to its performance and properties

• Gives useful information such as IV curves, 
efficiencies, band energies, and more that help 
understand performance

Silvaco Atlas1

Constructing the Solar Cell

It was shown that varying the thickness of the a-Si (i) region results in an optimal 
thickness for performance, corresponding to experimental data from similar devicesResults
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Figure 4 (left). Quantum efficiency (%) as a function of wavelength (microns)
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Figure 2. Zoomed in structure of the device resulting in a maximum efficiency. 
Both dimensions in microns. 
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Figure 3. Band energies of the device as a function of thickness along the device 
in microns. Distance along x-axis corresponds to the thickness in figure 2.
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